
Handy 
Stool

Created by Arup - Stephen Philips



You can stack up multiple Handy 
Stools to save space, and they’ll 
still retain their pleasing aesthetic. 
Packed with color and material 
customization options, Handy 
encourages fresh and impromptu 
connection and brings a lively spirit 
to any collaborative space.

Stands Out, 
Stacks Up

Handy is an essential design, 
brilliantly executed—a stool so 
refreshingly and stunningly useful, 
it could only be called Handy. 
Featuring a sturdy shape and 
signature opening for easy storage 
and movement, Handy fits right into 
buzzing offices, college classrooms, 
and more.

Fresh & Impromptu 
Connections

"For Handy, I wanted to create a refined, sculptural shape, 
with a lightweight and dynamic feel using a single material 
for the structure. Above all, I wanted Handy to be a likable 
product—one that’s easy for people to use in a range of 
environments.”
Steven Philips, Arup Group



RELATED PRODUCTS

Handy Stool looks friendly and 
approachable, but it’s also packed 
with science and engineering. Arup 
engineers carried out a dynamic 
structural analysis to determine 
how the shape would perform when 
people sit on and move within 
the seat. Handy Stool’s built-
in versatility makes it a fitting 
addition to a café, brainstorming 
space, private office, or lounge—
basically anywhere. Even in hotels, 
shops, and homes, Handy Stool 
delivers everyday functionality, 
all because of a few insight-driven 
features.

A Smart 
Little Stool  

Leah TableM3 Table Beach StoneQuarry 

“You can also tuck your bag 
underneath Handy, keeping your 
possessions safe and your space tidy. 
Handy is suited for many spaces and 
perfectly suited for many users.”
Steven Philips, Arup Group
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Available in Natural White Oak, Walnut, and Maple (standard 
finishes) or Upholstered Seat Onlay Options. 4 available Poly-
ropylene color Shell Options.  Vertical stacking up to 20 high on 
floor (10 recommended)

For more information, please dowload the Finishes 
brochure here or on Leland's website.

Gemma Wood Low Base

OPTIONS

DIMENSIONS

FINISHES CERTIFICATIONS

5695 Eagle Dr SE. Grand Rapids, MI 49512
616-975-9260 lelandfurniture.com

Natural Wood
Semi-transparent Stains
Polypropylene

Wood Upholstered Polypropylene

For Handy, ALL models stack as 
follows: (including upholstered and 
wood onlay) 

Stack of 10:  44"H
Stack of 5:  29.5"H

W 16 D 14.5 H 17.5

500 lb
Tested
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